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Mode matching for second-harmonic generation in photonic crystal waveguides
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The influence of localized photonic eigenstates on the second-harmonic generation efficiency in planar
photonic crystal waveguides is studied with a simple, yet realistic model. We show that>106 enhancements in
theexternalconversion efficiency in specular reflection can be achieved due to a combination of ‘‘generalized
phase-matching’’ and strong local fields in these periodically textured, nonlinear dielectric structures. The
second-harmonic response involving the resonant modes of these membranelike photonic crystals is essentially
a resonant cavity effect, and hence is strongly influenced by the modal quality factor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After several years of development work, photonic cry
tals ~PC’s: high-refractive-index dielectrics textured period
cally in three or two dimensions! with optical band gaps in
the near infrared are now becoming available.1 Work on
these artificial materials has been driven by the prediction
several phenomena that should be accessible given hos
which the total density of photon modes is drastically alte
from that characteristic of bulk dielectrics.2–4 After the exis-
tence of full gaps was experimentally verified at microwa
frequencies,5 for which relevant crystals can be made qu
easily, much effort focused on structures with submicron
tice constants needed for the gap to be in frequency ran
relevant to optical communications and convenient lig
sources. Based on designs which predict a complete ga
around 1.55mm, three-dimensional~3D! crystals of silicon
were recently realized that exhibit reflectivity spectra
qualitative agreement with theory.1

While many practical applications are likely to be foun
for the uniquelinear optical properties of both bulk and de
fect states in PC’s, it is theirnonlinearoptical properties tha
are particularly exciting from the perspective of light-mat
interactions. Interesting photon-atom bound states that
sess intriguing coherence characteristics were predicte
exist when an atomic transition lies in the vicinity of a mod
photonic band edge, where the excluded photonic states
assumed to bunch.6–9 However, further work suggested th
these phenomena are sensitive to the detailed form of
photon density of states near the band edge.10 Therefore, it
appears that rigorous rather than phenomenological tr
ment of the actual photonic dispersion is important. The
tailed structure of the photonic states was successfully
cluded in studies of nonlinear propagation through both
~Refs. 11–15! and 2D~Refs. 16–19! periodic material, me-
diated by a nonzerox (2) in the underlying bulk. A thorough
review of the 1D work was presented in Ref. 15. In compa
son to the nonlinear conversion that occurs when propa
ing in homogeneous bulk materials, a regular periodic mo
lation of either or both ofx (1) and x (2) offers significant
flexibility in achieving phase matching, through the ‘‘gene
alized phase matching condition’’bW (2v)52bW (v)1GW i ,
where GW i is one of the reciprocal-lattice vectors that d
scribes the periodic modulation, andbW is the propagation
0163-1829/2002/65~8!/085106~6!/$20.00 65 0851
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wave vector. This is relevant for keeping the fundamen
and second-harmonic fields properly phased, as they pr
gate through the nonlinear medium. When phase matchin
achieved, the effective nonlinear conversion per unit len
of propagation can be enhanced in periodic materials by p
posely coupling to modes with low group velocity, at ene
gies for which there is an enhanced density of states. Fin
the best overall conversion is achieved when there is g
spatial overlap between the fundamental and second
monic modes.

Although they can not possess true optical band gaps,
photonic crystal structures etched into semiconduc
waveguides are also of substantial interest, due in part to
relative ease of working at submicrometer length scales
two dimensions, and because they are directly compat
with the extensive waveguide-based optoelectronics indu
Figure 1 shows the calculated 2D band structure of the p
tonic eigenstates along theG-X direction of a freestanding
130-nm-thick GaAs waveguide. It has been textured wit
square array of air holes, 202 nm in radius, with a spacing
L5800 nm, that extend through the entire guide. The g
ing wave vector isbg52p/L. Solid (s-polarized! and
dashed (p-polarized! lines represent bound~outside or below
the light cone! and resonant~inside or above the light cone!
modes that are substantially localized to the textured wa
guide. For clarity we have only plotted the bands relevan
the nonlinear conversion process considered below.
shaded area inside the light cone contains a continuum
radiation modes that have comparable field strengths in
and outside the slab waveguide. All modes within the lig
cone can be conveniently excited by radiation incident on
waveguide from the upper half space~UHS!. The dispersion
of resonant electromagnetic modes attached to planar ph
nic crystals~PPC’s! have been measured using a number
techniques,20–23 and we recently demonstrated excelle
quantitative agreement with theory.23 True bound modes out
side the light cone can only be excited using a prism
grating, or butt coupling to provide the additional in-plan
momentum.

The fundamental nature of nonlinear conversion involvi
true bound modes in this geometry will be similar to th
already worked out for bulk 2D photonic crystals, but t
actual conversion efficiencies would have to be evalua
using the appropriate eigenstates. Phase matching and p
gation would be strictly limited to the plane of the texture
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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A. R. COWAN AND JEFF F. YOUNG PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 085106
slab. In contrast, the resonant modes, remnants of the bo
modes that exist within the vacuum light cone, offer a d
tinctly different type of nonlinear conversion involving per
odic media. When both fundamental and second-harmo
fields lie within the vacuum light cone, the problem is n
one of conversion versus distance in the direction of pro
gation, but rather one of an engineered enhancement of w
is effectively surface second harmonic generation. As
show below, uniform illumination from the top half-spac
can resonantly excite large local fields in the vicinity of t
textured membrane, which can in turn be efficiently coup
back out in the form of an outward propagating plane wa
in vacuum. It turns out that the overall external efficiency
this reflective harmonic conversion process, which o
model calculates in a completely self-consistent manner,
be understood as a sort of virtual phase matching within
nonlinear photonic crystal cavity, that has nothing directly
do with in plane propagation effects.

In Sec. II we describe the process of second-harmo
generation of plane waves incident on this thin perio
structure, and introduce our theoretical approach to s
consistently solving for the second-harmonic field. In Sec.
a sample calculation is presented that quantitatively ill
trates the effect of the periodicity. Section IV elaborates
how the conversion efficiency depends on theQ value of the
relevant photonic modes. Conclusions are presented
Sec. V.

II. THEORY

If the free-standing textured waveguided described in S
I is irradiated from above with light at a certain frequencyv

and some arbitrary in-plane momentumbW inc , the light will
more often than not merely be transmitted without gene
ing any significant fields in the guiding region. The secon

FIG. 1. Linear photonic band structure along theX direction of
the first Brillouin zone for the free-standing photonic crystal wav
guide described in the text. For clarity we only show the ban
involved in our SHG calculation. Solid curves denotes-polarized
modes, and dotted curvesp-polarized modes. The shading repr
sents the continuum of radiation modes. The two shaded bo
show the areas of phase space involved in the second-harm
generation calculation.
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order polarization it excites in the waveguide, through a n
zero x (2)(22v;v,v), would then be comparable to tha
which would be excited in an untextured version of the sa
waveguide. If the frequency 2v and in-plane wave vecto

2bW inc of this nonlinear polarization do not coincide with on
of the lines in Fig. 1, then the polarization will also coup
out of the guide in much the same way it would in the a
sence of texture. The overall second-harmonic genera
~SHG! conversion efficiency for this process in GaAs
small. If, on the other hand, either or both of the fields

(v,bW inc) and (2v,2bW inc) coincide with the localized mode
dispersion, then the conversion efficiency can be sign
cantly enhanced due to the excitation of strong local fie
associated with resonant photonic modes of the textu
waveguide. The textured membrane can be thought of a
1D microcavity~the slab itself!, with additional modification
of the photonic density of states provided by the strong
texture. Modes of this cavity that lie within the vacuum lig
cone couple~grating couple! to plane waves that radiate i
the surrounding half-spaces. This radiative coupling de
mines the lifetimes, or theQ’s of these cavity modes. Weakl
coupled modes with highQ’s will accumulate significant lo-
cal field intensities when excited from the vacuum, mu
like conventional planar Fabry-Perot cavities excited
resonance. The advantage of this grating coupling geom
is that the total internal reflection that confines the domin
~evanescent! field components of the resonant eigensta
does not require the fabrication of multilayer Bragg refle
tors above and below the cavity layer. This confining mec
nism, characteristic of these waveguide-based photonic c
tals, is responsible for extremely large enhancements in
conversion efficiency: as shown below, even with no attem
at optimization, the effect of texturing the waveguide c
cause an enhancement of the reflected second harmonic
least'106.

In addition to enhancements of the magnitude of the ra
ated second harmonic, it is important to understand the
larization conversion rules. These conversions are sens
to the symmetries and relative orientations of the photo
and electronic lattices. For example; in this paper we c
sider the nonlinear waveguide to be the semiconducting
terial GaAs, and the photonic crystal to be of square symm
try. The GaAs crystal is of cubic symmetry, and a member
the 4̄3m point group. For arbitrary orientations of the tw
lattices, eithers- or p-polarized incident radiation will in
general produce an elliptically polarized second harmo
field. For specific orientations of the two lattices, furth
symmetry considerations dictate simplified polarizati
properties. When the@001# axis of the GaAs crystal is
aligned with theX axis of the square symmetric photon
lattice, it is not possible to excitep-polarized second-
harmonic modes along theG-X direction of the square Bril-
louin zone. Likewise, for the same orientation of the tw
lattices, nos-polarized second harmonics are generated al
theG-M direction. Thus along these symmetry axes, the f
damental polarization will either be preserved or rotated
90° in the second harmonic when the photonic and electro
crystal axes are aligned.
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MODE MATCHING FOR SECOND-HARMONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 085106
The calculation of the radiated second harmonic from
bitrary 2D textured PPC proceeds as follows. Taking the
riodic polarization in the textured region as a driving ter
Maxwell’s equations, in the waveguide geometry, are sol
using a Green’s-function technique. When a plane wave w
frequencyṽ5v/c and in-plane wave vectorbW inc is incident
from the upper half-space, the self-consistent solution fo
single Fourier component of the field in the grating is giv
by

EW ~ṽ,bW i ,z!5EW hom~ṽ,bW i ,z!1E dz8gJ~bW i ,ṽ,z,z8!

3(
j

xJ i j
(1)~2ṽ,ṽ !EW ~ṽ,bW j ,z8!, ~1!

wherebW i5bW inc2GW i is the in-plane wave vector of the Fou
rier component, andGW i are the reciprocal-lattice vectors. Th
periodic susceptibility has been expanded as a Fourier s
with coefficientsxJ i j „i.e., xJ i j 5*drW xJ(rW )exp@2i(GW i2GW j)•rW#….
By approximating a finite numberN of Fourier components
for the in-plane field structure, and a textured region tha
sufficiently thin so that the fields can be taken as cons
over its extent, the infinite set of vector integral equatio
implied in Eq. ~1! are reduced to a finite set of scalar alg
braic equations of size 3N. If required, thick gratings can b
modeled by splitting the region intol thinner regions, each o
which satisfy the constant field approximation. The sim
matrix algebra required for the solution of the 3Nl set of
equations, and the derivation of the Green’s funct
gJ(bW i ,ṽ,z,z8), are described in detail~for l 51) in Ref. 24.

These Fourier field components are then used as
source fields in calculating the Fourier components of
second-order polarization in the textured region:

PW (nl)~2ṽ,bW n ,z!5(
m,l

xJnm
(2)~22ṽ,ṽ,ṽ !:

EW ~ṽ,bW inc2~GW m2GW l !,z!EW ~ṽ,bW inc2GW l ,z!. ~2!

The in-plane wave vectors ofPW (2)(bW n) are given bybW n

52bW inc2GW n . Using both this nonlinear polarization, as we
as the linear polarization at@(2ṽ,bW n)# as driving terms, the
Fourier components of the second-harmonic field in the g
ing can be self-consistently calculated using a sim
Green’s-function approach. Therefore, within the undeple
pump approximation, the second-harmonic Fourier com
nents in the grating satisfy

EW ~2ṽ,bW n ,z!5E dz8gJ~bW n,2ṽ,z,z8!

3F(
m

xJnm
(1)~22ṽ,2ṽ !EW ~2ṽ,bW m ,z8!

1PW (nl)~2ṽ,bW n ,z8!G . ~3!

Approximating N8 Fourier component for the in-plan
field structure, andl 8 thin textured and/or nonlinear region
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over which the field is effectively constant, Eq.~3! is reduced
to a system of 3N8l 8 algebraic equations and solved with a
analogous matrix method as was used for Eq.~1!.

The Fourier components of the total second-harmo
field in the textured regions are then transferred to the
surface of the structure by

EW UHS~2ṽ,bW n ,zt!

5 (
i 51 . . . l 8

E
zo
i
2tg

i /2

zo
i
1tg

i /2
dz8gJUHS,i~bW n,2ṽ,zt ,z8!

3F(
m

xJnm
(1)EW ~2ṽ,bW m ,zo

i !1PW (nl)~2ṽ,bW n ,zo
i !G , ~4!

where zt denotes the surface of the structure,zo
i and tg

i ,
respectively, denote the center and thickness of textured
gion i, andgJUHS,i is the Green’s function which propagate
the fields from inside regioni to the surface; it was also
derived in Ref. 24. The fieldEW (2ṽ,bW m ,zo

i ) is the total field
in the textured region and is self-consistently given by E
~3!. Upon making approximations analogous to the on
above, Eq.~4! is solved using a similar matrix method.

III. SAMPLE CALCULATION

With the use of one simple example, we now illustrate t
enhancement and polarization properties of SHG in photo
crystal waveguides. Consider the symmetric, free-stand
waveguide described above. While Fig. 1 shows the lin
band structure, Fig. 2 shows the region of the band struc
over which we calculate the second-harmonic fields. In F
2, the solid curve is the low-frequencys-polarized mode
from Fig. 1, while the dashed and dotted curves are the h
frequencyp- ands-polarized modesplotted at half their fre-
quency and in-plane wave vector, respectively.

As we consider incident radiation oriented along theX
axis of the photonic crystal, the solid curve in Fig. 2 rep
sents the photonic band with which the fundamental field
be resonant. Likewise, the dashed and dotted curves re
sent higher-lying photonic bands with which the second h
monic can be resonant when the fundamental has the
quency and in-plane wave vector given by the axes’ valu
If the fundamental falls on the solid curve there will be
resonant to nonresonant SHG conversion process, mea
that the fundamental is resonant with a photonic mode
the second harmonic is non-resonant. Likewise, if the fun
mental’s frequency and in-plane wave vector fall on a das
or dotted curve in Fig. 2, then there will be a nonresonan
resonant SHG conversion process. The resonant to reso
SHG process~denoted by circles in Fig. 2! occurs when one
of the dashed or dotted curves crosses the solid curve.
resonant to resonant condition results in a fully mod
matched nonlinear conversion process, effectively allowe
this periodic geometry by Bloch’s theorem, or a ‘‘quas
phase-matching’’ condition. Note, for simplicity, that the in
dex of refraction of GaAs was taken to be 3.5 throughout
6-3
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A. R. COWAN AND JEFF F. YOUNG PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 085106
calculation. If the actual refractive indices at bothv and 2v
were used, the location of the enhanced peaks would s
slightly, but the physical processes leading to these enha
ments would be unchanged.

Figure 3 plots the intensity of the second-harmonic fi
radiated into the UHS when the incident fundamental field
s polarized, and the output second harmonic field isp polar-
ized (s-p scattering!. The calculation covers the same area
the first Brillouin zone shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 is a plot
log@uEW UHS(2ṽ,bW spec,zt)u2# as a function of the fundamental fre
quency ṽ and fundamental in-plane wave vectorbx (by
50 as we have taken the incident field to be along the p
tonic crystal’s X axis!. The subscript ‘‘spec’’ denotes th
component of the field which is phase matched to rad
into the UHS in the specular direction. The incident fie
intensity is taken to be 1 stv/cm, which corresponds to
intensity of 475 W/cm2. For this calculation the 130-nm
grating was split into two 65-nm-thick gratings@ l 852 in Eq.
~4!#. These two layers produced well-converged results; c
verged in the sense that calculations with three layers g
the same results up to a fraction of a percent. Thiss-p scat-
tering is allowed only because we have taken the@001# axis
of the GaAs crystal to be rotated by 20° with respect to
photonic crystal.

The contours in Fig. 3 illustrate the enhancement in
magnitude of the radiated second harmonic when either
fundamental or second-harmonic fields are resonant w
photonic modes. Note the ridges that follow the solid a
dashed curves of Fig. 2. Away from these resonant con
sions we find the magnitude of the radiated second harm
to be nominally the same as an untextured waveguide.
greatest enhancement in the second harmonic occurs a
resonant to resonant condition.

At the resonant to resonant condition in Fig. 3, (ṽ/bg
50.444,b/bg50.164), the peak intensity is 1.

FIG. 2. An enlarged and overlapped depiction of the two re
angular regions in Fig. 1. The solid curve is the low frequen
s-polarized band in Fig. 1. The dashed and dotted curves are
high-frequencyp- and s-polarized bands, respectively, plotted
half their frequency and in-plane momentum. Circles denote po
where fully mode-matched nonlinear conversion can occur.
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31029(stv/cm)2,25 or 7.131027 W/cm2, 3.833106 times
greater than the maximum intensity radiated from an unt
tured version of the same waveguide. For the resonan
nonresonant and nonresonant to resonant conversion
cesses, we find enhancements on the order of 102–104 over
the untextured waveguide value. These enhancements
particular to this structure and these specific photonic mod
and have not been optimized in any way. With a detai
study of a structure’s band structure and the modal lifetim
these enhancements could undoubtedly be optimized.

Figures 4 and 5 show 3D plots of the intensity of t
radiated second harmonic for thes-p ands-s scattering pro-
cesses, respectively. The vertical axis is the intensity of
field on a linear scale in units of (stv/cm)2 for an incident
field intensity of 1 (stv/cm)2. In Fig. 4 (s-p scattering! the
large enhancement of the second harmonic at the mo
matched condition, as shown in the contour plot of Fig. 3
obvious. In Fig. 5, we again find an enhancement when e
of the relevant fields is separately resonant with a photo
mode. Note that for thes-s scattering process the ridges no
follow the s-polarized second-harmonic modes instead of
p-polarized modes, as was the case in Figs. 3 and 4. Th
due to the photonic modes having a well-defineds or p po-
larization. For this scattering process the nonresonan
resonant conversion is still enhanced by approximately 13,
but the resonant to nonresonant enhancement is on the o
of 105. The dominate feature in thes-s spectrum therefore
follows the incoming photonic mode dispersion. In this ca
the completely mode-matched condition does not prov
much more enhancement than the resonant to nonreso
process.

In light of these results, when coupling in and out
planar photonic crystals via the resonant modes that
within the vacuum light cone, it is clear that the secon

-
y
he

ts

FIG. 3. Radiated second harmonic from the free-standing p
tonic crystal waveguide described in the text. The figure pl

log@uEW UHS(2ṽ,bW spec,zt)u2# as a function of the fundamental frequenc
and in-plane wave vector for thes-p scattering process. Contour
show an enhancement in the radiated second harmonic when
fundamental frequency and in-plane wave vector intersect on
the bands in Fig. 2. Each contour corresponds to 3.92 dB.
6-4
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MODE MATCHING FOR SECOND-HARMONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 085106
harmonic conversion process is essentially a resonant ca
effect,28 as opposed to the propagation effect previously c
sidered in the literature.16,12,13,15,18However, because th
resonant coupling to the cavity is mediated by scatter
from the dielectric texture, our analysis shows that the in
nal conversion process is optimized by using the same g
eralized phase-matching condition that would apply in
propagating geometry. The absolute external conversion
ficiency under phase-matched conditions depends on th
ternal conversion efficiency between the incoming and o
going modes, on the coupling efficiency of the outgoi
mode to the upper half-space, and on the local field enha
ment associated with the incoming resonance~the Q of the
mode!. In a completely self-consistent formalism it is diffi
cult to isolate these separate effects completely. However
incoming coupling is identical along thes-polarized band in
both Figs. 4 and 5. It is therefore clear that there can

FIG. 4. Plot of thes-p radiated second harmonic. The intens
of the second harmonic is expressed in (stv/cm)2, the incident field
is assumed to have an intensity of 1 (stv/cm)2, and the value for
x (2) is 238 pm/V.

FIG. 5. Plot of thes-s radiated 2nd harmonic. The intensity o
the second harmonic is expressed in (stv/cm)2, the incident field is
assumed to have an intensity of 1 (stv/cm)2, and the value forx (2)

is 238 pm/V.
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substantial differences in the overall conversion efficien
due to a combination of the internal mode conversion e
ciency, and the outgoing mode’s coupling to the top ha
space. However, one might expect that the most effec
way to engineer the conversion efficiency would be by co
trolling the effectiveQ value for the incoming mode, due t
the nonlinear dependence of the conversion process on
local field enhancement at the fundamental frequency.
Sec. IV we use a slightly modified PC membrane structure
illustrate how the enhancement factor depends on theQ of
the incoming photonic mode.

IV. EFFECT OF THE CAVITY Q
OF THE INCOMING MODE

We have previously shown that the Q factor for a giv
photonic band can vary significantly due to effects of sy
metry, and due to mode coupling both within, and perp
dicular to, the textured plane.27,23,24There are therefore sev
eral ways to engineer a textured slab so as to achieve
generalized phase matching and high-Q incoming reso-
nances. Here we do not attempt this optimization proce
instead we use a pedagogical tool to try and isolate the ef
of the incoming cavityQ.

In an attempt to keep the internal conversion efficien
and phase-matching conditions fixed, while substantia
varying the Q of the incoming resonance, we repeat o
model calculations for the same 130-nm-thick textured sl
but now include a remote GaAs substrate, separated from
textured slab by an air gap with variable thicknessd ~see the
inset to Fig. 6!. This approach is based on previous wo
~Ref. 24!, where we reported that the linewidth of resona
coupling in 2D textured planar waveguides can be contro
over a wide range by varying the location of the grati
within the slab waveguide structure, while leaving the re
nant frequency almost unchanged. The linear band struc
of this modified structure is effectively the same as shown
Fig. 1, so long as the vacuum layer thickness is greater t

FIG. 6. The dependence of the radiated second harmonic on
Q of the incoming photonic mode. The solid curve is theQ value of
the fundamentals-polarized mode~right axis!, and the dashed curve
is the peak intensity of thes-s radiated second harmonic~left axis!.
The inset depicts a schematic cross section of the PPC, illustra
which layer thickness is being varied.
6-5
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A. R. COWAN AND JEFF F. YOUNG PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 085106
the evanescent decay length of the modes attached to
slab. However theQ of the incomings-polarized resonance
changes substantially as the thickness of the vacuum ca
is varied, as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 6.

The dashed curve in Fig. 6 shows the intensity of
upward-propagating component of the second-harmonic fi
generated by the fundamental mode excited in this geom
The second-harmonic field is for thes-s scattering process
and the in-plane wavevector is held constant atbW /bg

50.164x̂ as the cladding thickness was adjusted. T
strength of the second harmonic clearly correlates stron
with theQ of the incoming resonance. The slight phase s
is due to the fact that some of the other factors involved
the self-consistent calculation are also influenced by
vacuum cavity, but to a much smaller extent. In optimizi
the design of such a structure, it is therefore advisable to s
a high-Q incoming resonance at the generalized ph
matched condition.

It should be noted that the calculations presented in
paper assume plane waves incident on PPC’s that are infi
in lateral extent. In actual experiments, there would be
broadening of the modes and a decrease in the enhance
factors due to the finite-size of the incident optical beam a
due to the size of the crystal. There is no universal factor
describes this finite-size effect as it depends on both the
persion andQ of the modes concerned. Nevertheless, it
W
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likely that samples on the order of 1 mm in extent would
required to observe the largest enhancements reported ab

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have studied the efficiency of seco
harmonic reflection of plane waves incident on 2D textur
semiconductor membranes. The influence of leaky photo
eigenstates attached to the porous membranes is evalu
using a Green’s-function technique that self-consistently
cludes both linear and nonlinear polarizations in one heu
tic calculation. The combined effects of quasi-phas
matching and strongly localized photonic modes allow
large enhancements in the nonlinear conversion efficie
We explicitly demonstrate the strong dependence of
second-harmonic conversion efficiency on theQ factor of the
incoming resonance, illustrating that this is essentially a n
linear cavity effect. The basic formalism can be easily e
tended to higher-order nonlinear processes, and to inc
the truly bound~infinitely long lived! modes outside of the
light cone.
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